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Welcome to your guide
I am so glad you took the time to get this guide and look at ways to
naturally support you in your grief. Whether your grief is due to a death or
loss, a major or minor life change, or letting go of expectations and dreams
that didn't go the way you had planned, this guide will give you tools to
cope in healthier ways.
You will find this guide covers a variety of major areas, likes teas, essential
oils, foods, and positive habits. Every tool I give is something I have tried or
use on a regular basis. I also make sure to add any indicators I am aware of
that a tool is not safe to be used based on health or physical situations.
Please consult your physician or a homeopathic doctor if you have any
questions or concerns.

WHY TRY NATURAL WAYS?
We live in a culture that likes to escape from grief in really unhealthy ways.
We jump on our phones or laptops and lose hours at a time, not to
mention connection with those around us. We eat and drink unhealthy
things in abundance that add to our negative moods and emotions. We
spend money on items that we don't really need, but we feel like can fill
the void that we are experiencing. I could add even more ways to escape,
but I think you get the point.
We also live in a culture that jumps to heavy medications for quick fixes
that don't get at the root of the problem. As a licensed counselor, I am
aware there are times medication is important to use, and I have
personally been on medications in the past for depression and anxiety.
What I know now is that people rarely try natural methods to cope with
grief and tend to talk to their doctors too soon. So, why try natural
methods? Because it can help if you use these tools on a regular basis.
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WHERE TO BUY FROM?
I get asked this question often, and being an American living in Germany, I
am always careful with my answer. Nowadays, there are online reviews for
just about every company and product out there. I also know that it is
super easy to find a homeopathic doctor in your area that you can email
and ask for recommendations for which companies to buy from. They may
even have this information on their websites. Take a little time to learn
about the company you are buying from to confirm they are a trusted
source and are using all natural and safe products.
I also have found by simply searching for a particular item, I can find great
bloggers and vloggers share their experiences with different companies
and products and are honest in their reviews. This can help you make the
best decision for you before investing in new products. At the end of the
day, you make the choice that you are most comfortable with.

SPECIAL NOTE
This content is for informational purposes and is not intended to
substitute for medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the
advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any
questions you may have regarding a medical condition. Also, never ingest
an oil, unless it is certified pure therapeutic grade level and even then so
make sure to check with your doctor.

LET'S BEGIN...
First, I will have you reflect a bit on your grief and what type of support you
are searching for. This will help you as you look through all 30 tools to pick
out the most helpful for you at this time.
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Your Grief
LET'S GET CLEAR ON YOUR GRIEF. WHAT FROM YOUR PAST HAS OR
FROM YOUR PRESENT IS CURRENTLY CAUSING YOU GRIEF?

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE SYMPTOMS OF GRIEF YOU ARE EXPERIENCING
THAT YOU ARE HOPING TO GET SOME SUPPORT WITH?

WHAT NATURAL METHODS HAVE YOU ALREADY TRIED AND HOW DID
THEY HELP OR NOT HELP?
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Teas
Lime Blossom Tea-This is one of my favorites and
something I drink a few times a month as needed.
It helps with hypertension and calms the body.
Think of it like a chamomile tea for its calming
nature. I suggest using this when you are feeling
anxious and overwhelmed by your grief or by life in
general.

Tulsi or Holy Basil Tea-This one may become a fast
favorite of yours for the flavor and the support it
gives. It has a sweet basil taste and helps with your
digestive, immune, nervous, and cardio system.
These are all huge areas we need support in when
we are grieving!

Hawthorn Leaf Tea-You can also buy Hawthorn
Berry Tea, but for the support we want in grief, look
for the Hawthorn Leaf Tea. This tea is not to be
consumed when pregnant. Use this tea to combat
the symptoms of heartache and break. It helps to
lower cholesterol and high blood pressure.

Motherwort Tea-If you love bitter tasting flavors,
then this is the tea for you! If not, then definitely
add honey. Motherwort is used for anxiety and
stress and helps with the cardio and nervous
system. It's been found to be a good support for
moms who have lost a mom. This is another one
not to drink when pregnant.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Teas
Yerba Mate Tea-A great replacement for coffee (it
has caffeine in it) to remove the caffeine jitters and
the addictive nature of coffee from your daily
routine. It is full of antioxidants to combat stress,
helps with mental focus, and lowers blood sugar
levels. This is a great tool for when you want to feel
more motivated and focused in your day.

Essential Oils
Lavender-A must have for every home. I didn't like
the smell of lavender for a long time but realized it
was because calming down meant I needed to feel
everything in my grief. Now, I love the smell!
Lavender is great for calming nerves, helping with
sleep, and grounding you. If you don't want it in oil
form, buy it as a plant to smell from time to time.

Chamomile-Great in tea form for calming your
nerves and aiding with digestion, but also
wonderful in oil form. This oil helps as well with
calming your anxiety and assisting you to fall
asleep. If you don't like the smell of lavender, try
chamomile instead.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Essential Oils
Clary Sage-This oil is great for reducing stress and
anxiety. It is also used as a natural antidepressant.
An added bonus for women is that it helps with
menstrual cramps and symptoms of menopause.
Also, it helps with improving the quality of your skin
and hair, so add it to your self-care routine. This oil
is not to be used in pregnancy.
Vetiver-Use this oil to help ground you when you
are feeling anxious and overwhelmed. Often in
grief, we have moments where we feel like we are
crawling out of our skin. This oil helps to calm this
feeling. It can also help with focus and calming
symptoms of ADHD.

Cedarwood-Another great oil for grounding you
when you are anxious and/or overwhelmed. Use it
to balance your emotions. It is also great for focus
at work and has a woodsy smell to it so many enjoy
its scent. I love diffusing this oil when working on
projects at home that I need to stay calm and
focused while doing.
Eucalyptus-This is my go to oil after having a good
cry. When it's hard to breathe and you are super
stuffy, all you need is a small dab of the oil on your
finger and gently tap the skin below your nose
with it. This is also great for helping if you or your
partner snores. It opens up the nasal passage ways
allowing air to move smoothly.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Essential Oils
Lemon-Slicing a lemon and putting it in your water
every day helps boost your immune system and
your mood. As an oil, you can use it to help with
better breathing after crying, an aid to wake you up
more in the morning, and to boost your mood.
Lemon is also great in helping with digestion.

Peppermint-Another multi-use oil that is great to
have at home. It helps with breathing, boosting
your mood, focus, and attention. Peppermint is also
used to help with digestion issues and nausea. It's a
great stress reducer if some of the previous
calming oils are not your favorites. It is not safe to
use while breastfeeding as it can dry up your milk.

Rosemary-I sometimes think of the smell of
cleaning products when I diffuse this so it's best
diffused with other oils too. I am noticing more and
more people putting a clip of rosemary herb in
their water. It helps with relaxation, memory (a big
support during grief) and balancing your mood.

Lemongrass-Another one of my favorite smells. It
is a wonderful antioxidant which helps our bodies
when we feel under a lot of stress. This oil can help
with anxiety and calming your body down. It also
can boost you back up when you are feeling
mental fatigue.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Foods & Supplements
Purple fruits/veggies-These next tools are based in
color groups so you understand their benefits.
Purple fruits and veggies are full of antioxidants
that we need with the stress grief and life places on
our bodies and minds. They also help decrease
inflammation in the body. Depression is a symptom
of inflammation in the body so we like this color!
Red fruits/veggies-These help give your body
antioxidants which can help to decrease
hypertension and cholesterol. We don't always eat
healthy when grieving, so make sure to include this
color in your snacks and meals. Both red and
purple fruits and veggies have been found to help
decrease the risk of cancer and support your
cardiovascular system.
Dark Chocolate-One of my favorite snacks! This tool
helps stimulate your brain, boost your mood, and
support your memory. Yes, please! Research is
exploring how it supports healthy skin, cancer
prevention, and improve blood sugar levels. I am
willing to be a guinea pig in those studies! Use this
tool when needing a positive boost.

Multivitamin-It's important that we are getting all
our vitamins during times of grief. I know I don't
always eat the healthiest or make sure I get all the
vitamins I need through my food and drinks, so a
multivitamin helps cover anything missing from
my diet that day. Make sure to research companies
selling multivitamins to find the best fit for you.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Positive Habits
A Daily Gratitude Practice-The research is clear on
this: having a gratitude practice helps you with
focus in your day and boosts your mood. Make a list
in your phone or journal of 3 small things you are
grateful for (think like a kid with this: balloons, the
color green, butterflies) and 3 big things (my health,
my job, my home).
A Daily Meditation Practice-This can be for 2
minutes or 30 minutes. You decide. I prefer guided
meditations to keep me focused, but you may
welcome the quiet and relaxed space that only
focusing on your breath creates. Meditation helps
calm our nerves, focus our minds, and take care of
our bodies by giving it the level of oxygen it needs.

Using a Singing Bowl-If you don't want to invest in
one, then go on YouTube and search "singing bowl"
to find some short clips of singing bowls playing. I
love having one in my home to use at any time. It
helps with calming our bodies, getting grounded,
and giving our minds a break from racing thoughts.
Added bonus:kids love using it to calm down too!

Walking Barefoot in the Grass-I know this one
sounds weird as a tool, but try it! I started making it
a weekly habit to walk barefoot in the grass and it is
amazing the effects it has on me. I feel instantly
relaxed now even if it's just for a few minutes. We
rarely take the time to literally ground ourselves
and give our feet some self-care.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Positive Habits
Keeping Hydrated-This is a super positive habit
because in grief, especially when we cry often, we
use up a lot of the water our bodies needs. Staying
hydrated helps decrease headaches, depression,
anxiety, and keeps us mentally focused as well. To
me, there is no reason not to make this a priority.

Listening to Music-Whether you put on something
that makes you want to dance to boost your mood
or something soothing like jazz to keep you calm,
music is a wonderful tool to help with grief. Be
mindful of what you listen to and how much.
Sometimes a ballad is helpful in grounding us but 4
or 5 of them can lead us to feel depressed.

Create Traditions-This one is specific to loss and
death. Use anniversary dates to create traditions
that have meaning to you. Plant a tree, take
yourself out for a special day, go on a hike, light a
floating lantern and watch it go into the night sky,
or bake a cake and have a celebration. The ideas
are endless, but it's up to you to pick what feels
right.
Connect-We often pull away from others and
isolate ourselves in grief. Make it a habit to connect
with someone in person or by phone (actually call
or video chat with them) at least once a week. We
need connection to know we have support and at
times we can get great advice from others that we
had not thought of ourselves.
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30 Tools for Your Toolbox
Positive Habits
Create Art-Whether it's just doodling or you end up
full on painting a mural, art is a major tool to
support us in our grief process. It allows the left side
of the brain to take a break from thinking about
what happened. Allow your right brain to express
itself and let go of any perfectionistic tendencies.
This time is for you to release what you feel.
Journal-Buy yourself a special journal to write in. I
once had a journal specifically for the anger I was
feeling. Anything that made me angry, I wrote in
there, and it included things I wanted to say to
people who hurt me. Use a journal to support you
in your grief journey. Write out what you don't think
you can say to others. It is freeing to get it out of
your mind.

Cry-This may seem odd as a positive habit, but if
you have already allowed yourself the freedom to
cry when you need to, you know how freeing and
relaxing it can be. Tears are your body's natural way
of expressing what it is feeling. Keeping them in
causes headaches, tension in your head and jaw,
and can cause hives and other skin issues. Let it out
and let it flow. It's such a positive habit to get into!
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Grief isn't pretty. It's beautiful.
My name is Katie Rössler and I am a
licensed counselor and grief healer
with over 12 years experience helping
couples, individuals, and families live
healthier, happier lives.
After losing my mom in 2018 and
experiencing two miscarriages in 2019, I
made grief more of a focus in my work.
My journey showed me that we often
run from grief without actually
understanding what it is here to help
us do: to grow.
To learn more about how to experience
life challenges and grief with this new
mentality, check out my website:
www.katierossler.com or click the
button below.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

The most significant point in guided meditation work with Katie was
when she asked me, “If you could speak to your grief, what would
you say?” In that moment, I realized that my grief did not control or
own my every day life. It could touch me but not destroy me. I was
not a victim of my grief.
-Elizabeth
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